
 
W10 X and MONSTR 
New wheel sizes for the new Mercedes-Benz C-Class and the Ford 
Mustang Mach-E 
 
Bad Dürkheim, October 14th, 2021 

 
ALUTEC, a Superior Industries brand, is making new sizes of its W10 X and 
MONSTR alloy wheels, thus expanding its range for the Mercedes-Benz C-Class 
and the Ford Mustang Mach-E.  
 
The W10 X alloy wheel is now available in 8 x 18 inches with an offset of 40 for the 
Mercedes-Benz C-Class and in 8 x 18 inches with an offset of 45 for the Ford Mustang 
Mach-E. ALUTEC is also introducing a new size for MONSTR, which is now available in 
8 x 18 inches with an offset of 45, also designed to fit the German automotive 
manufacturer’s C-Class. 
 
W10 X – focused on detail but not lost in it 
 
This wheel features five pairs of sculpted spokes which will delight design enthusiasts in 
particular. Available with racing-black front polished paintwork, W10 X delivers an 
elegantly sporty look for both the C-Class and the Ford Mustang Mach-E.  
 
MONSTR – precision at the highest level 
 
Six pairs of V-shaped spokes complement the classic elegance of the Mercedes-Benz  
C-Class. The result is a double dose of great German engineering, in both the vehicle 
and the wheel. MONSTR is available in two color variants: metallic-bronze and racing-
black. 
 
  



 
About Superior Industries  
 
Superior is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of aluminum wheels for light vehicles. Superior 
supplies aluminum wheels to well-known automotive manufacturers and is the market-leading 
manufacturer of aluminum wheels for the accessories market (aftermarket) in Europe. 
 
Superior maintains the leading European aftermarket brands ATS®, RIAL®, ALUTEC®, and ANZIO®. 
Superior has eight production plants, which are located in the U.S., Mexico, Germany and Poland. 
Superior currently employs more than 7,600 people worldwide. 
 
Headquartered in Southfield, Michigan, Superior is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. For more 
information, please visit www.supind.com. 
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